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The President’s – PRATTLE
A huge thanks to everyone involved with the AMRA display and especially Craig and his crew for
the hard work they put in over the long weekend.
Also thanks to all the members who helped out on the Sunday and Monday runs. The Sunday run
was moved to Wilson Park due to ongoing remedial work at Niana, It would seem that the day
went off without a hitch and passenger number were very good considering the weather. The
weather influenced passenger numbers on the Monday. Numbers were down to about half of the
previous year. The July 1st Sunday run will also be moved to Wilson Park for the same reason as
last month.
Information for all our members is that Mr. Clive Woodward despite our “best endeavours” is no
longer a member of our association. This came about after he had made insulting remarks in an
email to one of our life members and the implication was that the comment was also seen by a
great number of members to be directed at all past and current members of our association. Our
secretary has sent a number of requests for the return of club property and to date he has not
received same.
A note to all members; at the last committee meeting there was discussion about who should bear
the cost of replacing keys and locks at the club when keys are lost or not returned when request by
the club secretary. The feeling was it should be carried by the individual member responsible for
the key or keys, if all of the clubs locks and keys have to be replaced it could run into some
thousands of dollars. Please be responsible with any club property you have in your
possession. A final decision on this matter has been deferred to a future committee meeting.

Your cooperation in this matter will be greatly appreciated.
On a lighter note I must congratulate our junior members on their great enthusiasm and their
professional work over the long weekend runs. Thanks boys hope you had a great time it seemed
so from where I was.
The CMR 30th Wilson Extension celebrations will be held over the second weekend of October
2016. I have just been informed a number of Eastern States members will be attending along with
their locos and rolling stock we are looking forward to seeing you.
Until next time please visit your club and its facilities. They are there for all of us to enjoy.
Mike Crean

The following photographs depict the activity as the CANNING LOOP track goes back into
place on a new consolidated road-bed in lieu of good ol’ West Aussie “sand”. Maintenance
problems should be reduced. John Watson has this well in-hand with his Wednesday A-Team
the members of which, are quite forward in giving him their advice, are ably supported by Stork.
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FROM THE TREASURER (his “ramblings”)

It was 7 30 am on the W.A. day Monday when I took the above photo of what must be one of
the world’s best locations for a Miniature Railway. In the years I have been a member I have
never tired of the beauty of our Clubs surroundings. Maybe it is because I grew up on and
around rivers in Oxford. As someone who spends a fare bit of time at CMR each week I have
noticed more and more people use the park for fishing, walking their dogs or just taking in
everything the regional park has to offer. I think this is a great thing and certainly adds to the
almost total lack of vandalism. Another contributing factor I believe has been the upgrading of
our infrastructure in both repairing, rebuilding and just painting. It has the effect of both making
our facility’s look more attractive to our patrons but also that the Railway is maintained and
cared for. The recent upgrade and painting of the toilet block has had many favourable
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comments from members so I am sure our patrons will also be impressed. This has been
mostly achieved by outside contractors which has meant that members have been able to
spend their time on what they do best and that is maintaining the railway. As treasurer I have
had the long held belief that it is better to run trains which after all is what we enjoy doing to
make money so as to pay others to do things that we don’t have, both the expertise or willing
hands to help.
On the second Saturday of the month which is our usual monthly work day Rod, Dion, Dylan
and myself replaced 101 mostly rotten wood sleepers in Paper Bark loop. As I intended to run
the weed train over the whole of our track which I have since done we did not ballast the loop.
I know we don’t often use this loop but I believe it should be kept in good order and feel it
important that no part of our railway and infrastructure should look abandoned and uncared
for.
Quotes have been received and your committee have voted to have the same contractor that
has done the footbridge and toilets block to finish off the relay room that will be-come the
home for the air compressor and also re-cladding of the canteen. This will proceed once we
have vehicle access again.
C J, one of our younger and newer members has obtained both his safe working and Guards
Qualification and Dylan now has his steam ticket. So congratulations to you both
.
Unfortunately, Denis suffered a badly worn left hand front axle box and axle on the W A Day
weekend due to lack of lubrication probably caused by dirt blocking inflow of oil. The repair is
already underway and will be reported on when finished.
Regarding the W A Day long weekend running, members would be aware due to the
earthworks at Niana we ran both days from Wilson. With good notification both on our website, phone information message, road signs put out by our President and Tania Watson
spending the day with a good book at the Niana car park redirecting our patrons to Wilson
there were no complaints Actually there were not that many that needed redirecting so we
must have done a reasonable job of letting people know the change of stations.
The second watering outlet which Craig and myself installed at the end of number two platform
made for much improved running of steam at Wilson on both the Sunday and Monday. The
Sunday was a very busy day with no problems but then I was the D O ! Thanks to everyone
who helped on the day. The Monday weather unfortunately, was not kind and so numbers
where well down on last year. This would have been very disappointing for both the organizers
and stall holders which this year where situated on the sports oval. I personally think this
worked better but some felt that we were a bit removed from the action. It was still a
reasonable day and as Trish was D O, there were also no problems 
There is one area of our operations that needs improving and that is having trains ready to run
on time especially now we are into the steam season. Whether it be Wilson or Niana the first
two hours of running are our busiest and if we get away early then so much the better. It may
be that we have to start running with diesel engines and then change over to steam when they
come off shed but it can make the D O’s job harder if they have to wait to see just which
engines are able to run.
I also attended the AMRA exhibition around Saturday lunch time. This year it was held in just
the one pavilion so was smaller and when I arrived was quite busy but numbers thinned out
after lunch. Being more compact I think is better and I understand Lego is all the rage but was
better for being a smaller layout. Craig who organised the CMR display this year had done a
good job that gave our stand a different look. Members that also helped both setting up and
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being there for the week end are in need of thanks. Regarding the Venue which we all know is
run by the Royal Agricultural Society really is in need of a good shake up. They may have
improved the showgrounds in the past few years but the catering is still a total disgrace with
both bad food and poor service. Also charging $5 for car parking is just a rip off compared to
the entry price to the exhibition.
Coal has in recent years been pretty good but the last lot was 50 % dust. Craig, Demelsa and
others are making a trip to Collie to pick up a trailer load from one of the mines testing stations
so will be interesting to see how good it is.

FROM THE SECRETARY
Please note that the 1st Sunday run-day from NIANA 3rd July will be shifted to be from Wilson due
to the on-going civil works (re-mediation) not being finished in time covering our car-park. This will
be at normal Niana times.
As per the President’s Prattle, we will celebrate our 53rd birthday and the 30years running from
Wilson on the same day in October this year. Some interstate persons have already expressed
intent to attend…….more soon.
We are have now passed 12,000 riders for the first 6mths of this year which is a good performance
considering the wetter weather and the massive disruptions to our car park and access to our
facilities. We are moving into our peak ridership days and all members are requested to help
particularly for the School Holiday running on the Wednesdays coming.
Driver-trainers are requested to take care when in motion that leaning over and reaching around
can exceed the centre of gravity on such a narrow operating rail gauge. We have changed the
guard’s seating on the Green and Yellow Sets to lower the C of G. These seats are held in place
via “wing-nuts” to allow removal to replenish brake fluid on run-days.
Members attending the premises are requested to set alarms and lock carefully and then make
sure when leaving that the car park gates are locked.

Rod and Dion replace sleepers in one
of our crossing loops alongside the
Canning River at what is known as
“Paper Bark”. Sorry Dylan……Roger
left you out, but we will make it up to
you in the future. It was a good work
effort. See Roger’s “ramblings”.
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Trivia
In the last Issue we mentioned that diesel (and electric) locomotives generate horse-power
selected by the driver in using a throttle position 1 to 8. Thus from a stand-still, the driver
can place the throttle in Notch 8 and very quickly full power will be trying to rotate the
traction motors. If the trailing load is light enough, the train will accelerate away. Should the
load be heavy and standing on an up-hill gradient…..then the fire-works can begin.
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With a tractive effort being exerted from very high amperage and low voltage it is very easy
to get wheel-slip and hence sanding of the rails was necessary. Various “controls” have
been used to avoid damage to the locomotives and the rails such as amperage limit,
automatic power reduction, time limits to prevent traction motor over-heating etc. There
are even further traction control systems now that allow dc traction motors to spin
individual wheel-sets up to 9%.
A problem arises when locomotives of different horse-powers are used together. The loads
that individual units can haul can-not be added together as these occur at different speeds.
The locomotive with the highest minimum speed thus sets the loads that other units can
haul at that speed. It was typical in Australia to see mixes of 1000, 2000, 3000 and 4000hp
all toddling around together. North American units once had a “power matching” switch in
that the high hp units could be limited to 6th notch power when inter-mingling with older
lower power units. Above a certain speed, the “reduced” power would be gradually
increased to full output and better fuel economy.
Early diesels were at about 18% of their traction weight on rails for tractive effort and such
were the WAGR A Classes. How-ever when the L Class was introduced this had risen to 25%
due to alignment of the motors. Steam engines had a similar rating due to their driving
wheels being physically coupled together. Now enter the Vic Jones G Class that had radar
that matched ground speed with motor speed and allowed individual loads previously
handled by two of Mike’s 44 Class albeit with a screaming noise from the wheels. The
heavier axle-load North American units when struggling on their hands and knees not only
scream but vibrate the rails to move outwards and have a subsequent banging as they
release and move back into place. It is a spectacular noisey show!.
Now enter ac traction with 42% adhesion from electrically inter-locked traction motors.
Two of these 435,000pound US giants can exert draw-bar capacity traction effort and thus
only two are allowed as head-end power on a train. Three of them could literally pull the
track apart! Such is technology. If there was a third unit in power on the head-end and they
could not get the train to move some say that they could drag the track to them.

KEITH PRICE (aka STORK) (?)
Stork flew into our patch in about 1978 and got active in lawn mowing and civil works and
subsequently appointed himself as Senior Janitor when Frank Donnelly passed away. He is
also our Senior Advisor on “men’s health issues”. Nearing 80yrs of age, Keith still works long
and hard. He is our best digger of holes and narrow trenches for electric and telephone
cabling as something he learned from his last long term employer.
He is a West Aussie born in Subiaco and lived his early years in South Perth. At the age of 10
he had already grown to 6feet in the old language and received some pretty harsh
treatment from his teacher. Stork claims that the smaller teacher was just jealous in having
to look-up to him.
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Kieth had an early varied working life around Perth…..remember R D Moss the artificial limb
maker and the iconic Weaver & Lock soft drinks…..as well as National Service. He still
attends their re-unions every year. In 1962 he joined the then PMG and off he went to
Narrogin and his adventures to the Nullabor, Geraldton, Nullabor, Onslow, Point Samson
and Palmyra/Beaconsfield. He remembers well waking one morning up north to be told that
he was now the “camp” cook for 12 to 15 men and breakfast was late! Keith is a proud and
generous man even to the point that during a period of un-employment, he refused to take
the dole!
The PMG put Stork thru a “brickies course” and then it was off from just north of Perth all
the way to Carnarvon completing all the man-holes required. Thus these skills went into the
front cover depicting the ballast wagon bunker. He finished his PMG days at their East Perth
black-smith shop and hence his other skills at metal-work. Quite a large number of his
neighbours have letter boxes made in our workshop during the week…….we should rename this place to Stork’s own Men’s Shed. To the recuperating Don Bowyer, we hope you
like your new letter box.
Keith has another hobby that reminds him of his PMG days, modifying and painting scale
models of Land-Rovers. Actually we do not know how he finds the time as he already
devotes so much to CMR. He deservedly holds “life membership”. If we had a few more
Storks it could get a little rowdy, but, boy, we would get a lot of work done………thanks Kieth
and best wishes for your coming birthday…….your 2nd 40th.

Keith gives advice to
Adrian of how to mix
cement for the Squatter’s
Bridge abutments that
were completed earlier
this year. By the time
Adrian had delivered the
barrow load, Stork had
another ready!
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